
 
 

November 14, 2019 
 

Interim Head Coach Bill Callahan 
 
On RB Adrian Peterson: 
“We backed him down today. Just rested him from practice.” 
 
On whether Peterson will play Sunday: 
“I imagine so.” 
 
On whether Peterson is injured: 
“Just rest.” 
 
On whether there are other young offensive players that he would like to see in the back half of the 
season: 
“We’re looking at everybody on the roster. [WR] Cam Sims is another addition to the receiving core that 
potentially could see more time. We have a couple of young receivers who are on practice squad who could 
potentially come up if needed. Cam Sims was a receiver who was active earlier in the year, [WR Darvin] 
Kinsey. On the defensive side of the ball, we’re looking at all those DBs. [S] Maurice Smith is a guy that we 
acquired a few weeks back, he’s really impressed us in a lot of ways. From a skill perspective, whether it’s 
secondary, receivers, linemen, linebackers – we’re looking at everybody to potentially step up and help in some 
capacity, whether it’s a backup role on offense and defense or, more importantly, on special teams because as 
you see guys fluctuate in and out of the roster with injuries or being inactive, some players get elevated up into 
those last few spots on the rosters on gameday and that’s where they become more important from a special 
teams aspect.” 
 
On whether there’s anything they can do to get WR Terry McLaurin going: 
“I think [Offensive Coordinator] Kevin [O’Connell] has done a good job of moving receivers around. I think 
we’re in that mode coming off the bye week of trying to position players in different spots in different 
formation concepts. I mentioned that to you yesterday about the intention of what we did during the bye week 
and that was one of the things that came out is trying to move the receivers around and try to give them multiple 
roles, increase their volume a little bit in terms of their route tree and also what they can do in terms of matchup 
perspectives, so that’s really been the focus when you have time – see where you can put your receivers and 
where you can create those matchups on a gameplan basis.” 
 
On whether QB Dwayne Haskins Jr.’s mobility has surprised him: 
“He has excellent mobility. I think if you go back to the Buffalo game and watched him on a  few of the 
movements that he had during the game, whether it was on the bootleg or whether it was on his scramble, I 
think he demonstrated that ability pretty well. As we move forward, that will be a big part of it. For any NFL 
quarterback that has some kind of mobility and the ability to move and change the pocket and the launch point, 
that’s always big because you don’t allow people to tee off on you and throw their fastball on you in the strike 
zone every time. Having the ability to vary the launch point and the throwing spot for the quarterback, whether 
it’s the three-step, whether it’s the boot, the naked type movements, or even the full rollout type of protections 
that we have, I think it just allows them a little more confidence in terms of isolating the route and also getting 
away from the mainstream of the rush – more rush control.” 



 
On whether DT Tim Settle’s suffered an injury: 
“Right now, yeah. We backed him down today. He’s injured right now.” 
 
On what Settle’s injury is: 
“I believe he had a leg injury at some point in some respect. No practice.” 
 
On what he’s excited to see from Haskins, McLaurin and RB Derrius Guice: 
“We’re excited to see all three of them, but it’ll be interesting to see [RB] Derrius [Guice] back out on the field 
and see some of the things we have planned for him, as well as [RB] Adrian [Peterson]. It’s going to be a great 
opportunity, a great challenge. We talked about it earlier yesterday about what the Jets defense is and from a run 
game perspective they’re third in the league stopping the run. They commit, by and large, just about everybody 
they have on defense to stopping the run – that’s a focal point no doubt – so, it’ll be challenging getting in and 
out of all of the various personnel groupings, fitting the backs into those groupings and featuring the concepts 
that we’d like to run against those types of fronts that we’re seeing. It’ll be a lot of fun, we’re looking forward 
to it. 
 
On whether WR Steven Sims Jr. can contribute out of the slot: 
“[Jets WR] Jamison [Crowder] when he was here was productive, outstanding. I’ve got a lot of respect for him, 
I’ve always liked him. He is doing well – I think he’s their leading receiver right now. For our team, [WR] Trey 
Quinn has done a very good job and having [WR] Steven Sims Jr. come into that role, we’ve utilized him as 
well. As we go forward, we’ll probably do that and use his skill set and feature him in some of the things that he 
can do to isolate a coverage or break down a man-to-man technique as well in coverage. Both of those guys are 
viable receivers in the slot as well as on the outside. What I really like about Trey is that he can not only play 
the slot, but in those other positions where he can get out on the edge, he can play the edge, he can play the 
seam, he’s a smart guy, he’s dependable, has good hands. The question was asked earlier about how we can 
move receivers around, he would be one of those types of players that we can do that with.” 
 
On how Peterson and Guice compliment each other: 
“I think they’ll compliment each other well, not to say that we couldn’t have them in the backfield at the same 
time together. There’s a lot of options in that respect, but I also think they’ve got a good rapport with one 
another, they know how to compliment each other’s game and as it plays out we’ll see how it goes. I don’t have 
the crystal ball on this one by any stretch, but it’ll be interesting to see their roles play out on Sunday.” 
 
On what makes Peterson a great candidate for the Art Rooney Sportsmanship Award: 
“Wow, that’s a great honor. There are so many good things I can say about [RB] Adrian [Peterson] and let’s just 
start with his makeup. I haven’t seen a guy like him in a long time, I think [Former RB] LaDainian [Tomlinson] 
was the last guy I saw like that when I was in New York – [Former RB] DeMarco Murray, [Cowboys TE] Jason 
Witten are similar to that type of makeup character, well-roundedness and well-liked. His likeability factor and 
his influence on the team in the locker room and also on the field, and the work ethic that’s demonstrated by his 
actions day in and day out, is very well-respected. When players see great players perform at such high levels as 
he does, especially when he’s hurt and banged up, pushes through injury and also performs at extremely high 
levels, I think there’s a lot of respect that comes out of that locker room. Then, of course, just his general nature, 
his love and passion for the game, I think that just sticks out as you watch him play. It oozes confidence and grit 
and grind and everything you look for in a marquee back. He has it all. There’s nothing you can’t ask him that 
he wouldn’t do – he’s first in line in every drill, he’s first forward in the meeting room, he sits right in front of 
the room when the plays are being installed and it’s like he’s a rookie on day one just looking at the first play 
going in for the install of the week. There are so many things that impress me about Adrian. I’m glad that he’s 
been nominated and I certainly hope that he wins the award because he’s certainly deserving.”  



 
On whether the team would like to increase their total number of offensive plays per game: 
“It’s all about third downs and extending those drives, adding to your total numbers. You’re basically playing 
the game where you’re averaging the 65, 70 plays a game that you should be averaging in an NFL game. That’s 
been disappointing, so when you don’t convert, your conversion numbers are low and you’re not able to extend 
those drive it gives you less opportunities and obviously the margin for error decreases as well. That’s why 
when we get into those tight-knit games and we don’t extend those drives, it makes it much tougher, much 
harder to stay in those games and try to at least get to the breaking point and then try and separate to get a lead.” 
 
On whether he thinks that the team can increase its total number of offensive plays per game using the 
current gameplan: 
“No question. I think third down plays a part of that, but I also think first down [does too]. If you can get the 
first down and get another first or better or bigger chunk on first down, that plays into it as well ‒ going into 
first and second down into first down again, that’s a huge factor. By and large, the third down has really been 
our Achilles' heel right now. That’s really stymying our ability to exceed the play count in the games that we’ve 
played recently.” 


